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Introduction
A history of the institution.

Organizations of the Zionistic character emerged on the Polish soil in 1860s. In 1882, in Warsaw, a circle of the Chowewej Syjon movement. At the first conference of Chowewej Syjon in Katowice, in 1884, delegates all partitions of Poland took part. On the territory of the Russian partition of Poland, the movement was initially tolerated by the authorities but in 1903, it was declared as dangerous and developed illegally. On the territory of the Austrian partition, the Zionism also started to develop in 1880s. Its influence grew when the World War I was over and in the 1920s became one of the most influential Jewish political currents. Simultaneously it came to divisions within the organization, which resulted from different traditions of individual lands as well as from the diverse social situation of Jewry living there. The most popular one was a movement of General Zionists, which was connected with the World Zionist Organization. Its political program adapted on the Polish soil mainly consisted of: establishing of the national self-government and obtaining state funds to provide Hebrew schooling. In 1917, an orthodox faction of Mizrachi left the organization. On the territory of the former Russian partition, general Zionists occurred as an Al ha-Miszmar faction of a very radical character. Galicia was dominated by Et Liwnot, which emphasized the development of individual initiative. On the other hand, the socialist organizations were very popular. First independent circles of Zionist-socialists started to emerge in Russia at the end of 20th century. 1906, on the convention in Półtawa, a Poalej Syjon was established. The Polish Federation of Poalej Syjon joined it. In 1907, in the Hague, a World Federation of Poalej Syjon emerged. It was joined by the Polish and Russian federations. There was a break in 1920 during the V Conference of the World Federation in Vienna. Then the Poalej Syjon – The Left Wing (the Left wing) and the Poalej Syjon – The Right Wing (the Right wing) were established. The left wing became more popular in Poland. Youth organizations, a/o: Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair, Dror, Borochow Jugent, Gordonia, Nocham (a section of Gordonia), Bnej Akiwa, He-Chaluc played a fundamental role. Most of the Zionist organizations, particularly the youth ones continued their activity during the war. They played a crucial role in the organization of underground movement and armed resistance in ghettos and partisan squads. Most of those organizations were reconstructed after the war. Their activity was announced as illegal in 1949. In the collection of “Zionist organizations” in the JHI holdings, there is documentation of only some of the parties and organizations that operated in Poland after the war. The biggest collection that survived were: Ichud, Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni, Keren ha-Jesod and Keren Kajemet. On that background, especially the documentation of the left wing of Poalej Syjon and the leftist youth organizations look quite modest. From the letter of the then director of JHI, Professor Bernard Mark of March 30, 1962 (JHI correspondence), we can learn that a big part of those materials, namely those referring to Poalej Syjon – The Left Wing (the Left wing), Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair as well as Ichud, were transferred to Archijon Awoda – the Archive of Trade Union in Israel. There were: circular letters related to the colonization of Palestine, chatty lectures for the kibbutzes, organization circular letters, correspondence with branch regional offices concerning finances, personal conflicts, searching of relatives, posters, accountancy, minutes of meetings, books and magazines and 5 banners of those organizations.
Ichud.

The Federation of Democratic Zionists, „Ichud”, in Poland, initiated its activity in Poland in August 1944 in Lublin. It finally shaped on the 1st National Convention in Wroclaw in November 1946. Ichud was not a political party as such but a broad movement of the generally Zionistic character. Its main objective was to establish a Jewish state in Palestine, with the help of the USA, Great Britain or the USSR. The most important organ was the National Convention, which appointed the Central Committee, the General Council and the chairman of the party. Herman Parnas became a chairman of the Central Committee. The organization was divided into the so-called galiles (districts in Hebrew) which consisted of snifes (branch offices in Hebrew). There were various departments operating in individual provincial committees, a/o the Keren Kajeme committees. The party consisted of approx. 7,000 members stemming mostly from intelligentsia, former factory owners, merchants, office workers, students and officers. Ichud focused on the assistance in the emigration to Palestine; a/o it helped in dealing with formal issues. Ichud closely cooperated with AJDC and was partially financed by them. Remaining incomes were coming from the American and Palestinian donations and membership fees. Ichud established its own publishing house and party press, issued a bulletin and a periodical „Opinia”. There were some organizations connected with the party: a women organization WIZO, an Academic Federation of Zionists – Democrats and „Maawak” – a section of soldiers. Ichud was supposed to wind up by the decision of the Ministry of Public Administration by January 1950. The Mayor part of the collection consists of the correspondence of the Central Committee in Łódź and the documentation of the regional branch offices. Besides, there are documents of Academic Federation of Zionists – Democrats, Department of Organization, bulletins and other publications. The collection/record also includes the documentation of the Naval College in Elblag. The Chief Command started to establish that school in summer 1947, due to the great importance of fishing industry for the future state if Israel.

Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Ha-Noar documents constitute a separate collection – Ha-Cijoni „Akiba” – a youth organization of Ichud. It grouped young people aged 14-18. Those under 18 didn’t enjoy full membership rights. Being 18 one could become a member of full rights with the right to vote and the right to be elected to the organization authorities. HaNoar Ha-Cijoni also issued its own bulletin and a lot of training materials. There are also foreign materials in that collection, which were issued by branch offices in Uruguay and in Hungary. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni developed its buoyant activity mainly in the Lower Silesia. A District Command that supervised snifs in that region operated there. There was also an Orphanage in Wroclaw that operated under the auspices of Ha-Noar.

WIZO. There is also a documentation of a minor character in the collection which is related to WIZO - Women’s International Zionist Organization, which closely cooperated with Ichud. It mainly dealt with the child care and activation of women. There are its organization materials and many foreign publishing houses in that collection.

There are also materials of the Organization of General Zionists (Organization of General Zionists– Hitachdut Cijonim Klalim) and Ha-Owed Ha-Cijoni incorporated to the collection as they were regarded as organizations of politically related character and keeping in touch with Ichud. There are mainly publishing materials and bulletins distributed among various branch offices of Ichud in Poland in the educational and information purposes.

Jewish Zionist-Socialist Labor Party Poalej Syjon C.S. Hitachdut
Just after the war, that party operated under the name of „Hitachdut” – a Jewish Zionist-Socialist Labor Party. Its Central Committee was situated in Łódź. Two youth organizations, Gordonia and Nocham were liaised with it. On July 17, 1947, in a result of the growing program conflicts, the right wing of Poalej Syjon – The Right Wing (the Right wing) merged with Hitachdut making a Jewish Zionist-Socialist Labor Party Poalej Syjon-Hitachdut. It was chaired by Józef Sack. It was finally wound up by the decision of MAP of December 1949. There are organization files in the collection of it: circular letters, documents related to the merger of Hitachdut and Poalej Syjon, protocols of the winding-up commission, rich out-going correspondence and the files of regional branch offices. There are also domestic and foreign publications and materials of the newspapers liaised with the party: „Nasze Słowo” i „Bafrajung”.

Gordonia.

It was a youth organization liaised with a Jewish Zionist-Socialist Labor Party Poalej Syjon– Hitachdut and the organization of He-Chaluc. It ran centers of productivity and kibbutzes and published its own press. In 1947, part of the Dror members joined Gordonia (most of them joined Borochow Jugent, anyway). Alike all remaining Zionist youth organizations, it was wound up by the decision of MAP of December 1949. There are organization files of the Central Committee in the files as well as publications.

Poalej Syjon – The Left Wing (the Left wing), United Jewish Labor Party Poalej Syjon (United Jewish Labor Party Poalej Syjon) and Zjednoczona Jewisha Partia Robotnicza „Poalej Syjon – Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair”( United Jewish Labor Party Poalej Syjon-Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair”).

In 1920, on the V conference of the World Federation of Poalej Syjon in Vienna the party split up into the Poalej Syjon – The Left Wing (PS-L, the Left wing) and Poalej Syjon – The Right Wing (PS-P, the Right wing). In 1945, PS-L revived and was politically active. It was very popular, especially among the workers of big factories and members of Jewish cooperatives. Its Central Committee was chaired by Adolf Berman. It used to issue its own paper entitled „Przełom” (“Brefilesthrough”). Poalej Syjon was reunited on October 19, 1947. In the result of the merger of PS-L and the left wing of PS-P, a United Jewish Labor Party „Poalej Syjon” was established. Adolf Berman became a chairman of it. Its regional committees operated in 60 places throughout Poland. It was the most powerful Zionist party in Poland. In June 1949, United Jewish Labor Party „Poalej Syjon” merged with Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair to make a United Jewish Labor Party „Poalej Syjon – Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair”. The collection of PS-L, United Jewish Labor Party „Poalej Syjon” and a United Jewish Labor Party „Poalej Syjon – Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair” is relatively modest. It mostly consists of circular letters, organization files, publications and a very limited documentation from regional branch offices. There are also declarations of membership of the United Jewish Labor Party „Poalej Syjon” and a United Jewish Labor Party „Poalej Syjon – Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair” in the Yiddish language.

Jewish Labor Party Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair.

It was established in 1946 on the basis of the leftist youth organization Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair which had been active since pre-war times. Its founding convention had place in September 1946 in Łódź. The organization was supervised by He-Chaluc – Pionier. It used to run orphanages, organized summer youth catytypescript and published its own newspaper called „Mosty” (“Bridges”) along with the supplement „Zew Młodych” and educational materials. Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair supported also the actions of Keren Kajemet, used to run
numerous kibbutzes and organized Hebrew schools. Its policy was controlled by the Central Committee and the National Council. In June 1949, a Special Convention of the United Jewish Labor Party „Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair” passed a resolution to merge with the United Jewish Labor Party „Poalej Syjon” and established a United Jewish Labor Party „Poalej Syjon – Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair”. It was wound up by the decision of on February 1950. In the collection, there are organization materials, made out mainly prior to the merger of the United Jewish Labor Party „Poalej Syjon and the United Jewish Labor Party Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair”, then the documents of winding up in 1949 and a lot of publication materials, including those to be published in the „Mosty”, as well as the correspondence related to them and educational materials.

He-Chaluc – Pionier.

He-Chaluc reactivated after the war on December 5, 1945 and grouped several pre-war youth organizations: Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair, Dror, Gordonia and Borochow Jugent. The organization set up groups of workers, artisans workshops, organized and ran vocational courses, farms, community centers and libraries. The organization was headed by the Central Committee, Main Council, The Convention of Delegates, local committees and managers of youth circles. It was financed by the membership fees and foreign donations from AJDC, Keren Kajemet and Keren ha-Jesod. He-Chaluc was wound up on January 1950. The collection contains organization files of the head office in Łódź and the documents of kibbutzes in Bytom, Gliwice, Wałbrzych and Wrocław.

Dror and Borochow Jugent.

Borochow Jugent was the organization liaised with Poalej Syjon – The Left Wing (the Left wing) and its objective was to provide future party cadres. It cooperated with He-Chaluc, educated its members, ran productivity centers, artisan workshops and schooling centers. The organization called Dror (freedom in Hebrew) was a He-Chaluc subsidiary. It also dealt with the organization of productivity centers and kibbutzes. Borochow Jugent enjoyed its biggest growth after the merger of Poalej Syjon- The Left Wing (the Left wing) with the left wing of Poalej Syjon- Prawicy (the Right wing) and when the United Jewish Labor Party „Poalej Syjon” was established in October 1947. Then two youth organizations liaised with it, i.e. Borochow Jugent and a part of Dror merged to create one organization: Dror-Borochow Jugent, which was wound up by the Ministry of Public Administration on Dec. 1, 1949. There are organization files in this collection, which mainly come from the period after the merger (save several circular letters of Dror prior to the merger):Circular letters, correspondence of the Łódź headquarters, minutes, reports and publishing materials.

Keren ha-Jesod.

Keren ha-Jesod – A Society (Fund) of the Restoration of Palestine is a central institution to finance the activity of the Jewish Agency for Palestine. It was set up in 1920 during the Zionist conference in London. It also resumed its activity in post-war Poland in 1927. In July that year, in Wrocław, the first conference had place. Its operations were supervised by the National Office headed by 25 directors. The headquarters were located in Łódź, whereas local committees operated in individual regional offices. The organization was financed mainly by membership fees and fundraising activities. Keren ha-Jesod wound up its activities in Poland in 1950. The collection related to that organization contains mainly the correspondence of its headquarters in Łódź and the documents of individual regional branch offices. The organization issued its own bulletin. Also the publications of the Jewish Agency
for Palestine have been attached to the collection as well as various foreign publications related to the fund and photographs illustrating the life in Palestine, as well as posters.

Keren Kajemet le-Israel.

Keren Kajemet le-Israel – Jewish National Fund was created on December 29, 1901 on the V World Zionist Congress. Its objective was to purchase land in Palestine and manage it. Keren Kajemet resumed its activity after the war, in June 1946. The Main Office was in Łódź, where the I National Congress of the organization activists had place. The Fund operated throughout Poland through its trusts. Its operations were financed by voluntary offerings, a system of monthly taxation was also introduced, special actions were organized, e.g. some fundraising for the planting of a forest to commemorate Polish Jews (Polish Jews Forest, Jaar Kdoszej Polin). The KKL objective was also to deal with the property matters and return of the private ownership of immobile property belonging to Polish citizens of the Jewish origin who lived in Israel. The main Office was authorized to supervise and administer regained property and had a right to manage them till the moment of their sale. Therefore, a Mayor part of the collection consists of the correspondence of the Legal Department of Keren Kajeme of KKL with its headquarters in Jerusalem, that related to the property matters. Besides, the collection comprises the correspondence of the Łódź headquarters and the materials of regional branch offices. Keren Kajemet used to issue its own bulletin; there are also bulletins of the organization in Austria, brochures and periodicals of various kind from Poland and from abroad as well as posters, newsletters and leaflets.

Jewish Makabi Sports Clubs.

The first Makabi Clubs were set up in Berlin and Constantynopole at the end of 19th century. They emerged on the Polish soil in 1926, in Bielsk, which became the main place of Jewish gymnastics and sports. In Warsaw, in 193, the convention of the Polish division of the World „Makabi” Federation, which replaced the Jewish Council of Physical Education of the Republic of Poland. „Makabi” Clubs in Warsaw, Krakow and Lvov were the most buoyant. The documentation included in the collection of „Zionist organizations” refers to the “Makabi” Jewish Sports Club in Łódź. The organization keeps itself out of membership fees, voluntary offerings and donations as well as incomes from organized performances and lectures. The collection consists of: statutes of organizations, reports of their activities and questionnaires of their members.

In the last part of the collection – Attachments, the materials that are related with neither of the above mentioned organization are included. It’s correspondence kept by Dr. I. Rabin from Wroclaw, which incorporates mainly reports and and resolutions of the World Zionist Organization congress of 1927. As the next, the documents related to the Hebrew schooling in Bielawa, Bielsk, Dzierżoniów, Katowice, Krakow, Legnica, Łódź, Szczecin, Wałbrzych and Wroclaw have been placed. The correspondence related to the teaching in Hebrew, i salso located in the Schooling Department He-Chaluc – Pionier (a. u. 330). The last part consists of Bulletins: Palcor, Jewish Telegraphic Agency, the Legation of Israel, Bulletins from the Zionist Conference in Basel, Poalej Emunej Istroel Be-Polin, Bulletins of the Ministry of Security of Israel and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, notifications of Hagana and publications of various kind: brochures, periodicals, books, educational materials, among them were those for children.
Principles of files arrangement

The largest Zionist organizations and parties have been arranged in alphabetical order, then, teach one has been followed by the materials of the youth or women’s organizations subordinated to them, as well as the documentation of related organizations operating throughout the world, which did not have their representation in Poland. The documentation of youth organizations have been attached to the parties under the auspices of which they operated, although they were also associated within He-Chaluc – Pionier. Jewish Sports Club Makabi was not related to any of the parties. The files within subcollections have been divided into several groups. The first group incorporated general organization files: circular letters, protocols/minutes, reports, general domestic and foreign correspondence, personal files, personal files related to the staff and departments files. The next group included materials for publication, issued both by organizations and those which ingoing from the related organizations from abroad. The last part contained the files of regional branch offices. Most of the materials used to be scattered from many years, therefore it was difficult to determine the provenance of some of the documents, particularly those that survived only in fragments. They have been located in the units called miscellaneous (a. u. 598-600).

Description of files in the inventory.

The description of archival unit in the inventory consists of several parts. It opens with the merit features of the files, e.g. protocols/minutes, reports, name lists, correspondence, etc. with the quantity of each in parantheses. The units for which the index of persons have been made have been furnished with a unified information: Index of persons. In the outer description of the material the following information has been given: the earliest and the latest date of documents, the way of recording (manuscript, typescript, print, photograph), the language, way of keeping them (loose files or bound copies) as well as the number of pages in the unit.

The works on the inventory of the archive of Zionist Organizations were conducted in 2011 thanks to the financial support of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington.
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Abbreviations

AJDC – American Joint Distribution Committee (Joint)
a.u. – archival unit
KC – Central Committee
KKL – Keren Kajemet le-Israel
l. – loose sheets
MAP – Ministry of Public Administration
PS – Poalej Syjon
p/ pp. – page/pages
WIZO – Women’s International Zionist Organization
ŻŻPR – United Jewish Labor Party
ŻPR H-S – Jewish Labor Party Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair.

Review of the inventory content

I. Ichud: a. u. 1-104
II. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni: a. u. 105-161
III. WIZO: a. u. 162-189
IV. Organization of General Zionists: a. u. 190-201
V. Ha-Owed Ha-Cijoni: a. u. 202-204
VI. Poalej Syjon – Hitachdut: a. u. 205-267
VII. Gordonia: a. u. 268-281
VIII. Poalej Syjon – The Left Wing: a. u. 282-291
X. United Jewish Labor Party Poalej Syjon – Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair: a. u. 297-304
XI. Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair: a. u. 305-321
XII. He-Chaluc – Pionier: a. u. 322-335
XIII. Dror – Borochow Jugent: a. u. 336-345
XIV. Keren ha-Jesod: a. u. 346-416
XV. Jewish Agency for Palestine: a. u. 417-423
XVI. Keren Kajemet le-Israel: a. u. 424-545
XVII. Jewish Makabi Sports Club: a. u. 546-549
XVIII. Enclosures: a. u. 550-601

Inventory of the files of Zionist Organizations

http://collections.ushmm.org
Federation of Zionist Democrats „Ichud”

Organization files.

1. Ichud. Warsaw.
   Organization files.
   Statute of the organization, organigram, propositions to resolutions of the Presiding Office, resolutions of the Presiding Office.
   1946, missing date, typescript, typescript copied, print, Polish, l., p/pp.

2. Ichud. Warsaw.
   Organization files.
   Circular letters.
   1945, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp

   Organization files.
   Circular letters.

   Organization files.
   Circular letters.

5. Ichud. Warsaw.
   Organization files.
   Circular letters.

   Organization files.
   Circular letters.

7. Ichud. Łódź.
   Organization files.
   Circular letters – Organization Department, the Shekel Commission.
8. Ichud.
   Organization files.
   The Ordinance of the President of the capital city of Warsaw concerning the
   registration of federations and associations. 1945, print, Polish, l., p 1

   Organization files.
   Protocols/minutes and resolutions of the Ichud National Council.

    Organization files.
    Minutes of the conention of Mazkiruts of the Ichud kibuthes in Łódź.

    Organization files.
    Outgoing correspondence.

    Organization files.
    Outgoing correspondence.
    1946, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

    Organization files.
    Outgoing correspondence.

    Organization files.
    Outgoing correspondence (January – June).

15. Ichud. Warsaw.
    Organization files.
    Outgoing correspondence (July – December).
Organization files.
   Incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
   Outgoing and incoming correspondence, with headquarters in Tel Aviv, incoming from z Mapai.

Organization files.
   Outgoing and incoming (from AJDC) correspondence.

Organization files.
   Outgoing and incoming (with “Opinia”) correspondence,

Organization files.
   Applications with a request for the assistance in emigration to Israel (letters A-L).
       Index of persons

Organization files.
   Applications with a request for the assistance in emigration to Israel (letters M-Z).
       Index of persons

22. Ichud. Łódź.
Organization files.
   Academic Federation of Zionists Democrats: statute, protocols/minutes, reports, resolution of the Main Council of the federation, a copy of the constitution of the State of Israel.
23. Ichud. Łódź.
Organizations files.
Academic Federation of Zionists Democrats – Outgoing and incoming correspondence,

24. Ichud.
Organization files.
Rest Houses in the resorts of Jelenia Góra and Międzyzdroje. Outgoing and incoming correspondence, applications for granting a rest.

25. Ichud. Łódź.
Organization files.
Main Board Maawak – Łódź. Circular letters, resolution, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Head office of the Spots of Productivity of Ichud – circular letters, business trip of Grosman U., the text about the set up of a progressive Party, a Journal of minutes, a book of receipts and expenditures.

27. Ichud. Łódź.
Organization files.
Organization department – Outgoing and incoming correspondence

28. Ichud.
Organization files.
Naval College in Elbląg. Organization plan, statute project, outgoing and incoming correspondence, a fisherman’s card of Horn Fajwel, Name list of the students.
Personal files

   Personal files.
   Name lists of the members of the Ichud Board, of the members of the Partly Council, the most eminent activists, delegates for the 1st National Conference of Ichud.
   1946, missing date, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

30. Ichud.
    Personal files.
    Name lists of people who paid membership fees for the „Polish Jews Forests” from Radomsko and several unidentified towns, attached lists of payments for the same purpose from KKL Szczecin.
    missing date, manuscript, Yiddish, l., p/pp.

31. Ichud.
    Personal files.
    Questionnaires of the members of Academic Federation of Zionists Democrats. Index of persons.
    1946, missing date, manuscript, Polish, l., p/pp.

32. Ichud.
    Personal files.
    Anonymous, letter from Jerusalem from the former members of Ichud in Dzierżoniów
    1980, manuscript, Polish, l., pp. 4

Materials for publication.

33. Ichud. Materials for publication.
    Informational bulletin of Ichud.

34. Ichud. Materials for publication.
    Informational bulletin of Ichud (Nos. 2-40).
35. Ichud. Materials for publication.
   Informational bulletin of „Ichud” (Nos. 41-73).

36. Ichud. Materials for publication.
   Bulletin of the main Board of the Academic Federation of Zionists Democrats of Ichud.

37. Ichud. Materials for publication.
   Biuletin fun Central Komitet fun Cijonistn - Demokratn Ichud in Pojln.

38. Ichud. Materials for publication.
   Ichud Jedijes.

   Syjon – gazetka galitu Śląsk (1945), Na straży, Wraz z bojownikami- opowieść korespondentca, który towarzyszył Jewishm oddziałom podczas jego drogi do oblężonej starej Jerozolimy (2 copies), Walka- wydawnictwo Sekcji Zdemobilizowanych Oficerów i Szeregowych „Ichud” (1946), Em Hamakabim (1947), Lamoledet, 20 Tamuz.

40. Ichud. Materials for publication.
   „Opinia” (No 2/1946), materials for publication in „Opinia”.
   missing date, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

41. Ichud. Materials for training.
   Materials for instructors, propositions to lectures.
   1945, missing date, typescript, typescript copied, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.

42. Ichud. Będzin, Białystok. Local committees.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol/minutes, report (Białystok). Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name list of people – recipients of allowance (Białystok), Name list of the snif members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Files of regional branch offices.
Reports, Outgoing and incoming correspondence, Name list of the former Bielsko dwellers living abroad, of the snif members, delegates for the 2nd National Convention in Bielsk „U progu Państwa Izrael” (“On the verge of the Jewish State”, (1947) – a single day newspaper of Ichud from Bielsk.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, reports, Name lists of the members of the board, and of the snif members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, allowances of products, an invitation with name lists.

47. Ichud. Bydgoszcz. Local Committee.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, reports, Outgoing and incoming correspondence, Name list of the snif members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol (Chojnów), outgoing and incoming correspondence correspondence (Chorzów), Name lists of the snifs members.
Files of regional branch offices.
   Circular letters, Protocols/minutes, reports.

Files of regional branch offices.
   Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the snif members, of the members of the productivity station.

Materials for publication. 
   Chaim Chadaszim (1945), Lachofesz Kadimah (1945), Purim (1947). 

Circular letters.

   Protocols/minutes, reports from the Lower Silesia district, name lists of the snif members, the kibuc dwellers and workers from the Lower Silesia, lists of them in the Lower Silesia.

   Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

   Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

   Outgoing and incoming correspondence with Keren Kajemet.
   1946-1948, manuscript, typescript, a photo/photos, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, reports, Outcoming and ingoing correspondence, name lists of the snif members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol/minutes, report, outgoing correspondence, name list of the snif members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol/minutes, Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name list of the snif members, donors for KKL i Keren ha-Jesod.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, reports, name lists of the snif members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists people who bought shekels.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists people who bought shekels.
1947, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

64. Ichud. Jelenia Góra. District Committee.
Files of regional branch offices.
Komisia Gijusowa – Protocols/minutes, reports, instrukcja, Outgoing correspondence, name lists of the mobilized.
1948, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol/minutes (Kamienna Góra), a resolution, outgoing correspondence (Kalisz), name list of the snif members (Kamienna Góra).

Organization files.
Circular letters – Okręg Śląsko-Dąbrowski, Protocols/minutes, reports, name lists of the snif members, Zionists – the victims of WW II from the Silesia-Dąbrowa Górnicza district.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the Board members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence
1947, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

70. Ichud. Kielce. Local Committee.
Files of regional branch offices.
Report, Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the snif members, Bulletin of report, „Hamagaszim” newspaper.

71. Ichud. Kłodzko. Local Committee.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the snif members.
1947-1949, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l.,

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, a resolution, Bulletin of the District Committee (1945),
historical outline of Ichud in Krakow, a text about T. Herzl, name list of the activists – victims of WW II.


73. Ichud. Kraków. District Committee.
Files of regional branch offices.
  Foundling documents of the District Committee, outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the snif members.

74. Ichud. Legnica. Local Committee.
Files of regional branch offices.
  Protocols/minutes, correspondence, Name list of the snif members.

75. Ichud. Lubawa, Lubawka, Ludwikowice. Local committees.
Files of regional branch offices.
  Protocols/minutes (Lubawka, Ludwikowice), outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of people who bought shekels.

Files of regional branch offices.
  Protocols/minutes, reports.

77. Ichud. Lublin. Provincial Committee.
Files of regional branch offices.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence.
  1945-1946, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Files of regional branch offices.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence.
  1948, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence.
  1949, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.


83. Ichud. Mieroszów, Mysłowice, Niemcza, Nowa Ruda. Local committees. Files of regional branch offices. Protocols/minutes, Outgoing correspondence (Mysłowice), Name lists snif members. 1948, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.


88. Ichud. Szczecin. Provincial Committee. Files of regional branch offices. Protocols/minutes, reports, Name lists of the snif members, of the peoples who bought the trees for the “Polish Jews Forest”, Name list of the kibbutz members kibucu, the editing of the work: Z pracy snifu w Szczecinie.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence..
1946, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence..

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence..

92. Ichud. Świdnica. Local Committee.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol/minutes, Outgoing and incoming correspondence..

93. Ichud. Świebodzice. Local Committee.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol/minutes, Report, Outgoing correspondence.

94. Ichud. Tarnów, Włocławek. Local committees.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes (Włocławek), Outgoing and incoming correspondence,
Name lists of the snif members (Tarnów).

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence., Name lists of the snif members,
Name list of the members kibucu.

Materials for publication.
Zew Syjonu – a newsletter.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol/minutes, Incoming correspondence, applications with a request to be
enlisted as the members, Name lists of the snif members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, reports, resolutions, name lists of the snif members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports.

100. Ichud. Wrocław. District Committee.
Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, notebooks of correspondence, name
list of blood donors.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence (1949).

102. Ichud. Wrocław. Station of Productivity of the Jewish Youth.
Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.
1949, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

Komitety Lokalne.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, Outgoing and incoming correspondence., Name lists of the
snif members (Wyganów, Zagórze, Ząbkowice, Ziębice, Żary.).

104. Ichud. Miscellaneous.
Plans of lectures in towns and cities, blank forms of membership cards,
membership cards, applications for a visa, a concert program, numbers of the kibitzes,
orphanages and related institutions.
missing date, manuscript, typescript, typescript copied, Polish, Yiddish, l., p/pp.
Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni – „Akiba”.

Organization files.

105. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Łódź.
Organization files.
Circular letters.

106. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Łódź.
Organization files.
Circular letters (January – April).

107. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Łódź.
Organization files.
Circular letters (May – December).
1948, typescript copied, Yiddish, Polish, p/pp.

108. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Łódź.
Organization files.
Circular letters of the Main Council.
1948, typescript, typescript copied, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish,
bound copy, p/pp.

109. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Łódź.
Organization files.
Circular letters.

110. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Łódź.
Organization files.
Circular letters – Austria (1946), Francja (1948, 1949), Izrael (1948), Niemcy
(1946), Włochy (1947).

111. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Łódź.
Organization files.
Daily orders.

112. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Łódź.
Organization files.
Raport ze Zjazdu Rady Naczelnej (Report from the Convention of the Main


   Report from the meeting of the kibbutz guides and perceptrors from the orphanages.  b. d, typescript copied, Yiddish, l., p/pp.


   Incoming correspondence, Name list of the children (Ha-Noaru), who left from Israel. 1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Polish, l., p/pp.

Personal files.

118. Personal files. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni.
   Name list of the kibitzes members from the Lower Silesia.  missing date manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Polish, l., p/pp.

119. Personal files. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni.
   Name list of the kibitzes members: Bielawa, Gliwice, Lubawka, Łódź, Niemcza, Nowa Ruda, Ząbkowice, Złotoryja.
1948, missing date, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

120. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Łódź.
Personal files.
Blank questionnaires for the members of the Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni organizations, questionnaires.
missing date, typescript copied, Polish, l., p/pp.
Materials for publication.

121. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Materials for publication.
Information bulletins.

122. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Materials for publication.
Information Bulletin Published by the European Bureau of the Ha-Noar Ha-Zioni in Paris (Paris, Nos. 1,2/1948).

123. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Materials for publication.
Ojców Dzieje (Łódź, 1947), Chamisza asar be-szabat (Łódź, 1947, 2 copies),
Selection of the Hebrew poetry (Wybór poezji hebrajskiej)(2 copies)

124. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Materials for publication.
Josef Trumpeldor (Łódź, 1947, 5 copies), Tel Chaj, scena z prologiem.

125. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Materials for publication.
Tiszá be-aw, Z historii jiszuwu (1947), Teodor Herzl, I.L. Perec (1947),
Mineged (1948), Purim (1946).

126. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Materials for publication.
„Notre voie” (No 10/1946) „Hagszama” (1946-1947), „Tiszá Be-aw 5707”
(Łódź, 1947), Megen Dawid, „Naród walczy o wolność” (Łódź, 1948), Bulletin Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni be-Germania (Monachium, No 5/1948), Tu Biszwat – a publishing house Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni be-Germania (Munich, 1948), Hagada 5708, „Agrot le-askan ha-cijoni” (Jerusalem, Nos. 30-31/1948, Nos. 43, 44, 48, 49, 50/1949), „Meginéj Ha-moledet” (1948).


133. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Materials for training. Przykazania skauta, a template of the school certificate (Germany). missing date, print, Hebrew, l., pp. 2

Files of regional branch offices.


143. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Dzierżoniów.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, Name lists of the circle members, cash reports.

144. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Dzierżoniów.
Files of regional branch offices.
Daily orders. The command of the galil of the Lower Silesia.

145. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Dzierżoniów.
Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, kibbutz „Becalel”,
kibbutz „Garin”, Name lists of the kibitzes dwellers and workers.

146. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Dzierżoniów.
Files of regional branch offices.
Materials for publication: Kolejnu (May 28, September 15)
1947, typescript copied, Polish, bound copy, pp.

147. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Dzierżoniów.
Files of regional branch offices.
Materials for publication – L. Pinsker Autoemancypacja (2 copies), Anu olim
arca, Opowieści hanoarczyka, Jonel.
missing date, manuscript, typescript pow, Polish, bound copy, l.,
p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence., Name lists of the circle members
(Jelenia Góra), a poster encouraging to take a winter holiday in Jelenia Góra (1947).

149. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Katowice.
Files of regional branch offices.
Circular letters, Protocols/minutes, Outgoing and incoming correspondence,
cash reports.

150. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Kowalowa – youth summer camp, a
kibbutz.
Files of regional branch offices.
Daily orders, regulations of the youth summer camps, name lists of the kibbutz members.

1948, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Polish, l., p/pp.

151. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Legnica.
Files of regional branch offices.
Daily orders, outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the circle members

152. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Lublin.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol/minutes, Outgoing and incoming correspondence...

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing correspondence.
1946, manuscript, Polish, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
Name list of the members, a newsletter of Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni from Germany.
missing date, print, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

155. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Świdnica.
Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, Name lists of the circle members

156. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Świebodzice.
Files of regional branch offices.
Report, Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the circle members

157. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Walbrzych.
Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the kibbutz dwellers and workers in Węglewa „Garin B” i „Maapilim”.

158. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Wrocław.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, daily orders, outgoing and incoming correspondence, name
list of the members of the kibbutz „Bogrim”, name lists of children.  

Files of regional branch offices.  
Outgoing and incoming correspondence., Name lists of the pupils and the Staff, inventory book.  

160. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Ząbkowice Śląskie, Ziębice.  
Files of regional branch offices.  
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the circle members  
1947, manuscript, Polish, l., p/pp.

161. Ha-Noar Ha-Cijoni. Miscellaneous.  
Report (unidentified town).  
missing date, manuscript, Polish, l., p/pp.

WIZO – Women’s International Zionist Organisation.

Organization files.

162. WIZO. Warsaw.  
Organization files.  
Circular letters.  

163. WIZO. Warsaw.  
Organization files.  
“10 przykazań członków WIZO”.  
missing date, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

164. WIZO. Warsaw.  
Organization files.  
Przemówienie przewodniczącej WIZO w Polsce Franciszki Grünberg.  
missing date, typescript, Polish, l., pp. 2

165. WIZO. Warsaw.  
Organization files.
Protocols/minutes i reports, Protocols/minutes podziału paczek.

166. WIZO. Warsaw.
Organization files.

167. WIZO. Warsaw.
Organization files.
Report from the inspection of orphanages in the Upper and the Lower ilesia and in Krakow.
missing date, typescript, Polish, l., pp. 2

168. WIZO. Warsaw.
Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence.

169. WIZO. Warsaw.
Organization files.
Incoming correspondence.
1946-1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, German, Polish, l., p/pp.

170. WIZO. Warsaw.
Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence with AJDC.

171. WIZO. Warsaw.
Organization files.
Cash reports.

172. WIZO. Warsaw.
Personal files.
Name list of WIZO members with passports.
missing date typescript, Polish, l., pp. 2

Materials for publication.
173. WIZO. Materials for publication.
   „Life in Palestine“ (Johannesburg, No 23, 27/1947), „WIZO Zeitschrift für Latein Amerika“ (Tel Aviv, No 1/1947, No 7/1948, „WIZO Cajtszrift far Latein Amerike (Revista WIZO para America Latina)” (Tel Aviv, No 2, 15/1948), „La Revue de la WIZO” (Londyn, No 2/1947), „WIZO BeMedinat Israel (WIZO in Israel)” (Tel Aviv, No 1-3/1948, No 15/1949), „The Jewish Woman´s Review” (Londyn, n1947), „WIZO Najes fun Erec Izrael” (Tel Aviv, No 2, 4/1948), „Dawar Hapoelet” (Tel Aviv, No 5, 9/1948), „WIZO Palestine Newsletter” (Tel Aviv, No 4-6/1946, No 106, 107, 110, 111/1947), Haam Babejtu (No 4/1949).

174. WIZO. Materials for publication.
   Cultural Events in Israel (Tel Aviv, 1948), Cultural Events in Palestine (Tel Aviv, 1946), Ein Jahr Unbeschraenkte Einwanderung (Tel Aviv), Dora Kobler „Four Rachels” (Londyn, 1947, 2 copies), Loffende Lejen Material (Tel Aviv, No 3, 4/1947), The Post War Economic Situation in Palestine (Tel Aviv), Statement submitted to The Anglo-American Committee of Enquiry (Londyn, 1946), Twenty One Years of WIZO Endeavour Achievement 1920-1941” (Londyn), WIZO’s Child Welfare Work (Tel Aviv, 1947), WIZO en Palestine (Tel Aviv, No 17, 25/1947), „101 matkonim mitapuchej adama”, Quel est le sort des Juifs d’Europe?

175. WIZO. Materials for publication.
   Reports, memoranda: Rapport sur l’activite de l’Organisation Internationale Sioniste Feminine , Upon the Ruins of Today we Build… (Londyn), Memorandum submitted to the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine (1947), Memorandum of the Work of WIZO, WIZO Jubilee Broadcast by Mrs. Rebecca Steiff.

176. WIZO. Materials for publication.
   Manuscripts of articles, press articles - „WIZO News Service”, „WIZO Article Service”, „WIZO Press Service”.
   1946-1948, manuscript, typescript, typescript copied, English, Hebrew, Yiddish, German, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.

177. WIZO. Bielsko.
   Files of regional branch offices.
   Reports, financial reports, outgoing correspondence, preliminary budgets.

178. WIZO. Bydgoszcz.
Files of regional branch offices.

179. WIZO. Częstochowa.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, outgoing correspondence.

180. WIZO. Gdańsk, Sopot.
Files of regional branch offices.
Report, outgoing correspondence.

181. WIZO. Gliwice.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, reports, outgoing correspondence, name list of the members.

182. WIZO. Kalisz.
Files of regional branch offices.
Minutes from the organization meeting of regional WIZO branch offices.

183. WIZO. The region of Silesia-Dąbrowa Górnicza: Katowice, Bytom, Chorzów, Zabrze, Sosnowiec.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, reports, outgoing correspondence, name list of the members (Zabrze).

184. WIZO. Kraków.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, outgoing and incoming correspondence, preliminary budgets.

185. WIZO. Lublin.
Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing correspondence, name list of the participants of vocational courses.

186. WIZO. Łódź.
Files of regional branch offices.
Report, cash reports, preliminary budgets, outgoing correspondence, name list of children who lived in 6 Garwolińska St.

187. WIZO. Szczecin.
Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the members.
1946-1948, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., pp.

188. WIZO. Walbrzych.
Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the members.

189. WIZO. Regional branch office of the Lower Silesia: Wrocław, Dzierżoniów.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence, preliminary budgets, cash reports.

**General Zionists Organization – Hitachdut Cijonim Klaliim.**

Organization files.
Circular letters (Austria)

Organization files.
Circular letters (Paris, Rome, Tel Aviv).

Organization files.
Minutes and reports from the conference held by the European Office of the World Confederation of General Zionists.

Organization files. Austria.
Minutes and reports from the Party Councils held in Linz.
   *Jedijot Ha-hitachdut Ha-olamit szel Ha-Cijonim Ha-Klaliim* (Tel Aviv).  

   *Boletin Informativo de la Confederacion Latinoamericana de Sionistas Generales* (Buenos Aires, Nos. 2/1947, Nos. 4, 5-6, 7, 9, 10, 11/1948)  


   *Hitachdut Cijonim Klaliim Prese Biuletin* (Austria).  

   „Ha-Owed Ha-Cijoni” – press organ of the Cijonim Klaliim (Tel Aviv), *Ha-Owed Ha-Cijoni Jedijes* (Tel Aviv, 1947, 1948).  

   *Le-nicachon* (Austria), „El Estado Judío” (Argentina), “Cionistisze Sztime” (Germany, France).  
   1948, typescript copied, print, Spanish, Yiddish, l., p/pp.

   „Chozer Az Altalanos Cionista Munkasmozgalom Tagertesitoje” (Budapest).

**Ha-Owed Ha-Cijoni.**


**Jewish Zionist – Socialist Labor Party Poalej Syjon C.S. Hitachdut**

**Organization files.**


Organization files.
Report from the 4th session of the Party Council of Poalej Syjon and Ichud (Nov. 26-27, 1948), a report from the activity of Poalej Syjon in Łódź since July 1, 1947, list of local committees.

Organization files.
Protocol/minutes, Incoming correspondence, documents related to the housing allocation.

211. Poalej Syjon – Hitachdut. Łódź.
Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (July – October).

212. Poalej Syjon – Hitachdut. Łódź.
Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (November – December).

Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (January – February).

Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (March – April).

Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (May).

Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (June – July).

http://collections.ushmm.org
Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (August – September).
1948, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (October – November).

Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (December).

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence with abroad. 1947-
1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

221. Poalej Syjon – Hitachdut. Łódź.
Organization files.
Minutes from the session of the Wind-up Commission, Protocol of inventory,
correspondence conc. the winding-up, inventories of moveables.

222. Poalej Syjon – Hitachdut. Łódź.
Organization files.
The Board of the Circle of the Trade Union of the Social Workers at the Poalej
Syjon: protocol/minutes, instructions, statutes. Outgoing and incoming
correspondence, name list of the members, membership cards made out to Czeczyk
Samuel, Dworecka Rachela, bills, blank forms, „Plenary sessions of the Central
Commission of Trade Unions in Poland of Nov. 19-21, 1947 .”
1946-1949, manuscript, typescript, print, Yiddish, Polish, l.,
p/pp.

Organization files.
Balances, inventories.

Personal files.

Personal files.
Name lists of the Central Committee of the Poalej Syjon and the „Arbeters Cajtung” staff who were the recipients of the family relief funds, certificates concerning employment, circular letters of the Social National Insurance, outgoing and incoming correspondence.


Personal files.
Name lists of the members – Częstochowa, Chrzanów, Lubawka, Niemcza, Strzegom, Włocławek, the list of people sent to work in the movement in Poland (1946).

Personal files.
Name lists of subscribers of the Poalej Syjon publications, correspondence conc. the subscribers.

Materials for publication.


Prokim fun gerangl – chapters from the combat (Łódź).
1946, typescript copied, Yiddish, l., p/pp.

„Nasze Słowo”: correspondence, materials for publication.
1947-1948, missing date, manuscript, typescript, typescript copied, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

„Nasze Słowo”, year III, Nos. 6-7, April 16, 1948.

„Bafrajung” – correspondence of editors.

„Der Weker“ (NY, 1946), Biuletin (Tel Aviv, 1949), Arbeter Cajtung (Linz, 1948), Fun Der Baewegung (Bulletin, Tel Aviv, 1946), Di reakcje fin juszuw af Bevins rede (Bulletin, Tel Aviv, 1946).


Buletin Informativ Partidu Socialist Sionist Hitachduth Haavoda – Poalei Zion (Bucharest, No 4/1947).


missing date manuscript, typescript, typescript copied, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.


Documentation concerning the subscription for the publications of the Poalej Syjon publishing house.


Files of regional branch offices.


Files of regional branch offices.

Protocol/minutes, Outgoing and incoming correspondence. Name lists of the members.


Files of regional branch offices.

Circular letter, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence name lists of the members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Reports, incoming and outgoing correspondence, name lists of the members, receipts, bills.

Files of regional branch offices. A center of the Productivity of Poalej Syjon – Hechaluc Pionier.
Protocol/minutes, report, preliminary budgets, Outgoing correspondence.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, reports, Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the party members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Files of regional branch offices.
Circular letters, Protocols/minutes, reports, documents concerning the of „Gordonia” organization, name list of the members and the staff of the party, receipts.

244. Poalej Syjon – Hitachdut. Dzierżoniów.
Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

    Files of regional branch offices.
    Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

    Files of regional branch offices.
    Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name list of the members.

    Files of regional branch offices.
    Protocols/minutes, reports, Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name list of the party members.

    Files of regional branch offices.
    Protocol/minutes, reports, Outgoing and incoming correspondence. 1948-1949, manuscript, typescript, typescript copied, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

    Files of regional branch offices.
    Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of the members.

    Files of regional branch offices.
    Reports, Outgoing and incoming correspondence. Name lists of the members.

    Files of regional branch offices.
    Name lists of the members, name list of physicians, name list of those invited to the citizens meeting.
    1947, missing date, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

    Files of regional branch offices.
    Protocols/minutes, reports, Outgoing and incoming correspondence., Name list
of the members. 1947-1948, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence. Name lists of the members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Circular letters, Protocols/minutes, reports, Name lists of the members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence. Correspondence conc. winding up.
1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
Report, Outgoing and incoming correspondence. Name lists of the members patrii.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, Name lists of the members.
1949, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence., Name lists of the members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Circular letters, Protocols/minutes, reports, Name lists of the members.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol of winding up. Report. Outgoing and incoming correspondence., correspondence conc. winding up, name lists osób who obtained visa promises for their emigration to Israel.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, reports, Outgoing and incoming correspondence., Name lists of the members, bills, mail stamps valued 1 shekel.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence, Name lists of the members of the party.

Stamps patterns, invitation zaproszenie na odczyt na temat Ringelbluma, blank membership card, an ordinance of the Ministry of Public Administration conc. passports, a form of questionnaires, resolution of CKŻP conc. visa promises.
1947 missing date, manuscript, typescript copied, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Gordonia.
Organization files.

268. Gordonia. Łódź.
Organization files.
Protocols/minutes the founding and Winding up, founding documents.

269. Gordonia. Łódź.
Organization files.
Circular letters.

270. Gordonia. Łódź.
Organization files.
General outline of activities.
missing date, typescript, Yiddish, l., p/pp.

271. Gordonia. Łódź.
Organization files.
Reports of the Main Command. A list of of Gordonia kibbutzes.

Organization files.
Name lists of the Gordonia founders.
missing date, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

Organization files.
Incoming correspondence.

274. Gordonia. Łódź.
Organization files.
Incoming correspondence.
1948, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence.
    Organization files.
    Outgoing correspondence.
    1948, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

277. Gordonia. Łódź.
    Organization files.
    Outgoing and incoming correspondence.
    1949, manuscript, maps, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

278. Gordonia. Łódź.
    Organization files.
    Incoming correspondence from abroad.

279. Gordonia.
    Personal files.
    Name lists of the kibbutz members: Bielawa, Bytom, Lubawka, Łódź, Pilawa Dolna, Walbrzych, Wrocław.

    Lag Baomer, A. D. Gordon.

    „Słowo Młodychˮ (Nos. 3 and 9-10, 1947), correspondence of editors.

Poalej Syjon – The Left Wing.

Organization files.

282. Poalej Syjon – The Left Wing. Warsaw
    Organization files.
    Circular letter.
    1946, typescript, Yiddish, l., pp. 2

Materials for publication.

    Ber Borochow szriftn. Unzer platform (Warsaw, 1946).


Files of regional branch offices.

289. Poalej Syjon – The Left Wing. Kraków. Files of regional branch offices. Outgoing and incoming correspondence., Name lists of the members of Poalej Syjon, the regional branch office in Krakow, list of the members of the academic circle of Achdut, the list of people applying for passports. missing date, 1948, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

290. Poalej Syjon – The Left Wing. Szczecin. Files of regional branch offices. Outgoing correspondence, the documentation concerning social security of the staff, lists of payments of family relief, payrolls, „Żywienie zbiorowe. Poradnik dla prowadzących gospodarstwa zbiorowe”.(Collective nourishment. A guidebook for those who run collective household”. 1948-1949, manuscript, typescript, print, a photo/photos, Polish,
l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence..

United Jewish Labor Party Poalej Syjon

Organization files.

Organization files.
Circular letters.

293. United Jewish Labor Party Poalej Syjon.
Organization files.
membership cards – blank.
missing date, print, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Personal files.

Personal files.
Declaration of membership. Index of persons.
1948, manuscript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

publishation.
Emanuel Ringelblum – a publication of the united PS, Department of Culture
(Warsaw).

Files of regional branch offices.

296. United Jewish Labor Party Poalej Syjon. Będzin Biały Kamień,
Ząbkowice.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence

Jewish United Labor Party „Poalej Syjon – Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair”

Organization files.
   Organization files.
   Circular letters.

298. Poalej Syjon – Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Warsaw.
   Organization files.
   Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

   Organization files.
   Correspondence conc. winding up.

   **Personal files.**

300. Poalej Syjon – Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair.
   Personal files.
   Declarations of membership. *Index of persons*
   1949, manuscript, print, Yiddish, l., p/pp.

301. Poalej Syjon – Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair.
   Personal files.
   Workers’ membership cards that entitle the owner to buy discount fare tickers for public transportation (streetcars), correspondence with the management of Electric Railroad in Łódź.
   1947-1949, missing date, manuscript, typescript, a photo/photos, Polish, l., p/pp.

   **Materials for publication.**

302. Poalej Syjon – Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Materials for publication.
   *Informacje Biuletin* (Nos. 2-4, Warsaw 1948), *Biuletin* (No 5, Warsaw 1945),

   **Files of regional branch offices.**

   Protocol/minutes, correspondence.
1949, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, 1., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, a book of incomes and expenditures (Gorlice), stamps (Gorlice).
1949, missing date, manuscript, Yiddish, Polish, 1., p/pp.

Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair.

Organization files.

305. Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Łódź.
Organization files.
Circular letters.

306. Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Łódź.
Organization files.
Report of the activity of the Main Command for 1947, Report for the period till May 1947
1948, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, 1., p/pp.

307. Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Łódź.
Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence..

308. Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Łódź.
Organization files.
Blank forms, blank membership cards.
missing date, typescript, typescript copied, Yiddish, Polish, 1., p/pp.

309. Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair.
Personal files.
Name lists of the kibbutzes members: Bielawa, Legnica, Łódź, Kraków, Warsaw.

310. Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Materials for publication.
Information bulletins.
Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Materials for publication.

„Mosty” (No 2, 4, 5–6, 8/1947), „Zew Młodych” (No 2/1947), Izkor Tel Chaj (2 copies), Ha-miepe (1947), La-jaar ha-Meginim [Las Strażników- 6 mln drzew dla 6 mln ofiar (Guards’ Forest – 6 million trees for 6 million victims)] (Prague, 1949), Tu Biszwat (1947), Tel Chaj (1947), Meir Jaari, Der Kibuc Arci noch der farajnigung un nochn offszteln di medine (Prague, 1949).


Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Materials for publication.

„Mosty” – materials for publication.

missing date, manuscript, typescript, typescript copied, Hebrew, Polish, l., p/pp.

Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Materials for publication.

„Mosty” – materials for publication.

missing date, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Materials for publication.

Pirkej krija we-diklum (chapter that has been read out or recitated).


Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Materials for training.

Profiles of the guards – Meir Chazanowicz.

missing date, typescript copied, Polish, l., p/pp.

Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Materials for training.

Plan pracy dla Cofim Bogrim (Łódź).


Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Materials for training.

Plan pracy dla gniazd (Łódź).

missing date, typescript copied, Polish, l., p/pp.

Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Materials for training.

Zeszyty dla Bogrim (Łódź).

missing date, typescript copied, Polish, a bound copy, p/pp.

Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Materials for training.

Instructions for teaching Hebrew, propositions for lectures.

missing date typescript copied, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.
Files of regional branch offices.

Files of regional branch offices.
Incoming correspondence.

321. Ha-Szomer Ha-Cair. Szczecin.
Files of regional branch offices.
Report, time tables of work, orders, notifications, cash notebook, an index of
the library subscribers.
1949-1950, missing date, manuscript, typescript,

He-Chaluc – Pionier.

Organization files.

322. He-Chaluc – Pionier. Łódź.
Organization files.
Statute he-Chaluc – Pionier w Polsce.

323. He-Chaluc – Pionier. Łódź.
Organization files.
Circular letters.
missing date, typescript, Hebrew, l., p/pp.

324. He-Chaluc – Pionier. Łódź.
Organization files.
Protocols/minutes and reports.
1945-1949, manuscript, typescript, typescript copied, Yiddish,
Polish, l., p/pp.

325. He-Chaluc – Pionier. Łódź.
Organization files.
Name lists pracowników.

326. He-Chaluc – Pionier. Łódź.
Organization files. Department of Controlling and Inspection.
Reports from the inspection.

327. He-Chaluc – Pionier. Łódź.
Organization files.
  Outgoing correspondence.

328. He-Chaluc – Pionier. Łódź.
  Organization files.
  Incoming correspondence.

329. He-Chaluc – Pionier. Łódź.
  Organization files.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence (AJDC).

  Organization files. Department of Schooling
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence concerning teaching of Hebrew.

331. He-Chaluc – Pionier.
  Personal files.
  Name lists of the members of the Noar Chalucej kibbutz in Wrocław.

  Files of regional branch offices. A Center of Productivity of Youth in Gliwice.
    Kibuc „Ha-owed”- cash reports, a plan of defense of the Center of Productivity „Dror”, Grunwaldzki Square, a plan of the kibbutz defense, Dworcowa Street.

  Files of regional branch offices. A Center of Productivity of Youth in Gliwice.
    Kibuc „Ha-owed”- cash reports, a plan of defense of the Orphanage in Mlynarska Street, a plan of defense of kibbutzes in Zawiszy Czarnego St. and Poprzeczna St., a plan of defense of the Center of Productivity in Jagiellońska Street.

334. He-Chaluc – Pionier.
  Files of regional branch offices. Kraków. The Station of Productivity, Dr. Heinrich Graetz „Dwarej jemej Israel” (Warsaw).
    missing date, print, Hebrew, l., p/pp.

335. He-Chaluc – Pionier. Walbrzych.
  Files of regional branch offices. A Center of Productivity and the organization of He-
Chaluc Pionier „Gordonia”.
Name lists of the kibbutz workers and of the members of the Center of Productivity and the organization of „Gordonia”.
1947, missing date, manuscript, Polish, l., p/pp.

**Dror – Borochow Jugent.**

**Organization files.**

Organization files.
Circular letters.

337. Dror – Borochow Jugent. Łódź.
Organization files.
Farajnikung-platform fun der farajnikter chaluciszer Poale-Cijon-Jugent „Dror – Borochow Jugent”.
missing date, typescript copied, Polish, l., p/pp.

Organization files.
Protocols/minutes, reports, cash reports, list of regional branch offices, the name list of the Central Committee.

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Personal files.
Name lists of the members of Dror – Borochow Jugent kibbutzes: Bielawa, Bolków, Kłodzko, Łódź, Szczecin, Wałbrzych, Wrocław.
1948, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

1946, missing date, typescript copied, Yiddish, l., p/pp.


*Cum ersztn May 1949* - propositions for the discussion for the 1st of May.

**Keren ha-Jesod – A Society for the Restauration of Palestine.**

**Organization files.**

346. Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Organization files.
Statute (6 copies.)
missing date, typescript copied, Polish, l., p/pp.

347. Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Organization files.
Circular letters.

348. Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (March – October).

349. Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (November – December).
Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (January – June).
1948, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

351. Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (July – December).
1948, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

352. Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (January – June).
1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

353. Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Organization files.
Outgoing correspondence (July – December).
1949, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

354. Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Organization files.
Incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Incoming correspondence, a list of delegates for the II Conference of Keren ha-Jesod.

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence with the headquarters in Jerusalem.

357. Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence with the headquarters in Jerusalem (January – June).
358. Organization files.
Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence with the headquarters in Jerusalem.
(July – December).

359. Organization files.
Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence with the headquarters in Jerusalem.

360. Organization files.
Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Correspondence with New York.

361. Organization files.
Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Correspondence with the organizations: Ichud, Mizrachi, WIZO and Ha-
Szomer Ha-Cair.
1947-1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l.,
p/pp.

362. Organization files.
Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Protocols/minutes, fundraising for Keren ha-Jesod, name lists of donors.

363. Organization files.
Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Correspondence conc. drafts, name lists of people presenting drafts for Keren
ha-Jesod.
1949, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

364. Organization files.
Keren ha-Jesod. Łódź.
Action of Negew – income notebooks.
1949, manuscript, Polish, bound copy, p/pp.

Materials for publication.

Bulletins.
1948, missing date, typescript copied, Yiddish, Polish, l., sp/pp.

    Bulletin Jedijot Keren ha-Jesod.

    Materials for publication in domestic press.
    1948, missing date, , manuscript, typescript, typescript copied,
    Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

368. Keren ha-Jesod. Materials for publication.
    „O tara in construcite” (1945), „Budujemy ojczyznę” (Łódź, 3 copies), Der
    Keren Hajesod afn 22-tn cijonistyszn kongres in Bazel (Jerusalem, 1947), Din
    Wacheszbon (april 1939-1946), „Erec Izrael w strojkie” (1947), „Der Keren Kajemet
    Tol (Emek Erec Izrael)” (2 copies), leaflets.
    1947, missing date, print, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish Polish,
    Romanian, bound copy, l., p/pp.

    Posters.
    missing date, print, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

    Photos for publication, correspondence.
    1949, typescript, a photo/photos, Yiddish, l., p/pp.

    Photos for publication, correspondence.
    1949, typescript, a photo/photos, Yiddish, l., p/pp.

    Photos for publication.
    missing date, a photo/photos, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.

    Files of regional branch offices.
    Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of payers.
Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers
1948-1949, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers.

Files of regional branch offices.
Reports, Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports.
1949, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of payers (Chojnów,

Files of regional branch offices.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Files of regional branch offices.
  Protocol/minutes, outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name
  lists of payers.

Files of regional branch offices.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Files of regional branch offices.
  Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of payers.

Files of regional branch offices.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Files of regional branch offices.
  Protocol/minutes, outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name
  lists of payers (Jelenia Góra).

Files of regional branch offices.
  Protocol/minutes, outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports.

Files of regional branch offices.
   Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of payers.
   1947, 1948-1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish,
   Polish, l., p/pp.

   Files of regional branch offices.
   Outgoing and incoming correspondence.
   1949, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

   Files of regional branch offices.
   Protocols/minutes, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

   Files of regional branch offices.
   Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence name lists of payers, receipts.

   Files of regional branch offices.
   Outgoing and incoming correspondence. Name lists of payers.
   1949, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

   Files of regional branch offices.
   Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, Name lists of payers.

   Files of regional branch offices.
   Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

   Files of regional branch offices.
   Protocols/minutes, outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, Name
   lists of payers.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol/minutes, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol/minutes, outgoing and incoming correspondence. Name lists of payers.

400. Keren ha-Jesod. Opole, Oświęcim.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers (Opole).
1949, manuscript, typescript, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Files of regional branch offices.
outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers (Pieszyce).

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers (Przemyśl, Radom).

403. Keren ha-Jesod. Sokołowsko, Sosnowiec.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol/minutes, outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocols/minutes, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash
reports, name lists of payers.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of payers.
1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

407. Keren ha-Jesod. Świdnica, Świebodzice.
Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of payers.

408. Keren ha-Jesod. Tarnów.
Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol/minutes, Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of
payers.

Files of regional branch offices.
Protocol/minutes, outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name
lists of payers.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers, a
list of the members of the Local Committee.

Files of regional branch offices.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports.

Files of regional branch offices.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence, Name lists of payers.

413. Keren ha-Jesod. Wrocław.
  Files of regional branch offices.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence. Name lists of payers.
  1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

  Files of regional branch offices.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers.

  Files of regional branch offices.
  Protocols/minutes, outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, name lists of payers (Ziębice).

  Files of regional branch offices.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence, cash reports, Name lists of payers.

Jewish Agency for Palestine.

  Outgoing and incoming correspondence.
  1948, manuscript, typescript, typescript copied, French, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

  Informational bulletin Agencji Jewishej dla Palestyny (Nos. 9-24, 26-35, 37-42, 44-51/1948)

  Informational bulletin of the Jewish Agency for Palestine (Nos. 52-63, 65-70, 72-76, 78-84/1948).
Informational bulletin of the Jewish Agency for Palestine (No 85-100, 102).

„Di Woch” (Jerusalem, No 14, 25, 36, 58/1947).

„The Jewish Agency’s Digest of Press and Events” (Jerusalem, Nos. 6/1948, 48, 50/1949).


Keren Kajemet le-Israel – Jewish National Fund.

Organization files – general.

Organization files.
Statute of the Association of Jewish National Fund – a copy.
missing date, typescript copied, Polish, l., pp. 5

Organization files.
Circular letters.

Organization files.
Circular letters.
Organization files.
  Circular letters.

428. Keren Kajemet. Łódź.
Organization files.
  Circular letters.

429. Keren Kajemet.
Organization files.
  Circular letters of the headquarters in Jerusalem and KKL in Austria.

430. Keren Kajemet. Łódź.
Organization files.
  General reports from the conference in Łódź.

431. Keren Kajemet.
Organization files.
  Reports and resolutions of the KKL Congress in Basel.
  missing date, typescript copied, Hebrew, l., p/pp.

432. Keren Kajemet.
Organization files.
  An address of Dr. A. Granski, the KKL Chairman, Jerusalem, Oct. 26, 1948.
  missing date, typescript copied, Hebrew, l., p/pp.

Organization files.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

434. Keren Kajemet. Łódź.
Organization files.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence. (January – June).
  1947, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, German, Polish, l., p/pp.

Organization files.
  Outgoing and incoming correspondence. (July – December).

Organization files. 
Outgoing and incoming correspondence. 
1948, manuscript, typescript, English, French, Hebrew, Yiddish, German, Polish, l., p/pp.

Organization files. 
Outgoing and incoming correspondence. 
1949, manuscript, typescript, typescript copied, English, French, Hebrew, Dutch, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Organization files. 
Outgoing and incoming correspondence with Jerusalem. 

Organization files. 
Outgoing and incoming correspondence with Jerusalem, Tel Aviv. 

Organization files. 
Incoming correspondence with Jerusalem and Tel Aviv. 

441. Keren Kajemet. Łódź. 
Organization files. 
1948, missing date, manuscript, typescript, typescript copied, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

442. Keren Kajemet. Łódź. 
Organization files. 
Shares for KKL, blank forms. 
missing date, print, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Personal files.
443. Keren Kajemet. Łódź.
Personal files.
Declarations of fee payers (members) for KKL.
1949, manuscript, typescript copied, Hebrew, Yiddish, l., p/pp.

Legal Department.

444. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence related to property matters (January – July).

445. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence related to property matters (August – September).
1948, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

446. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence related to property matters (October – December).
1948, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

447. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence related to property matters (January).
1949, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

448. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence related to property matters (February).
1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Polish, l., p/pp.

449. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence related to property matters (March).
1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Polish, l., p/pp.

450. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence related to property matters (April).

Outgoing and incoming correspondence related to property matters (May).
1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Polish, l., p/pp.
452. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence related to property matters (June).
1949, manuscript, typescript, English, Polish, l., p/pp.

453. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence related to property matters (July).
1949, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

454. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence related to property matters, copies of
notary acts (August).
1949, manuscript, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

455. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Correspondence, copies of notary acts. (September).
1949, manuscript, typescript, English, Polish, l., p/pp.

456. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence related to property matters (October –
December, January 1950).

457. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Correspondence conc. Applications for the protection of property rights,
applications.

458. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Property matters. Questionnaires about owners and heirs.
missing date, manuscript, typescript copied, Polish, l., p/pp.

459. Keren Kajemet. Legal Department.
Abstracts (copies) of notary facts.

Financial files.

Cash reports – specifications of incoming sums (figures) for KKL and a list of
expenditures.
A list of incomes for KKL through PKO (Polish Savings Bank).  

**Materials for publication.**

Bulletins KKL Łódź.  

Bulletins Jedijot Keren Kajemet be-Austria.  

Bulletins (Jerusalem).  

Domestic and foreign publications: Keren Kayemeth le-Israël. Bericht des Hauptbureos an den XVI Zionistenkongress in Zuerich (Jerusalem, 1929), Keren Comment (Basel, No 3/1946), „Ha-olam” (No 33, 36, 38, 40/1946), „Spolkove Zpravy” (Bratslawa, No 10/1948), „Keren Kajemet Jedijot” (1948), A midber wert balebi Żydów (Jerusalem), Pustynia wraca do życia (Łódź), Peulot Ha-Keren Ha-Kajemet (Jerusalem), Bulletin Palestyński (Jerusalem, No 1/1948), Josef Wajc „Naje bagrifin in undzere kolonizacje-wegn” (Jerusalem, 1949), „Ha-jiszuw le-geulat ha-arec”, Una decision de transcendencia historica (Buenos Aires), A. Granowski „Afn szwel fun der medine” (Jerusalem), Kama (Jerusalem, 1946), Uwdot we-misparim (Jerusalem, 1947).


466. Keren Kajemet. Materials for publication.  
„Kornejnu” (No 1, 3-4/1949).  

„Jedijot Le-more” (Jerusalem).  

Wielki sukces akcji sadzenia „Lasu im. Żydów Wszechpolskich”, Negew i Keren Kajemet, Trzy Symbole, Di jidishe industrie in wuks, Szósta konferencja „Zew Ziemi” w Jerozolimie, Der Jidishe bodn in Erech Israel.
missing date, typescript, typescript copied, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

469. Keren Kajemet. Materials for publication.
Profiles of the Zionist activists: Achad Ha’am, Eliezer Ben Yehuda Chaim Nachman Bialik, A. D. Gordon, Theodor Herzl, rabbi Zvi Hirsh Kalisher, Berl Katznelson, rabbi Kook, Max Nordau, Y. L. Pinsker, baron Rothschild, Herman Schapira, Nachum Sokolov, HeNoietta Szold, Yosef Trumpeldor, Menahem Ussishkin.
missing date, photocopies, p/pp.

The calendar for 5709 (1948/49) and materiels hereto.
missing date, typescript, print, Polish, l., p/pp.

Keren Kajemet geszichte un proucipn (1946, 3 copies), 45 jor KKL ([1946], 2 copies), Emek Izrael cum 25 jernk jubl (1947), Di dergrajchung fun KKL (1947, 4 copies)

Ha-chinuch ba-erec Israel, Ha-jeladim We-Keren Kajemet, Jom Usiszkin.(Edukacja w Erec, Dzieci i KKL- zarysy scenariuszy filmów, Materiały ku pamięci M. Ussishkina).
missing date, typescript copied, Hebrew, l., p/pp.

Tubiszwat (Łódź, 1947, 2 copies), A stal sa tam velky zazrak- chanukowa divadelna hra (Bratysława, 1947), Chanuka.

Leaflets.

Posters.
missing date, print, Hebrew, l., p/pp.

Flyers, posters.
missing date, print, Hebrew, j. hol., Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

477. Keren Kajemet.
Materials for publication?
missing date, typescript copied, Hebrew, Yiddish, l., p/pp.

**Files of regional branch offices.**

Reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocol/minutes, report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Protocol/minutes (Białystok), reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence.
Name lists of payers (Bielsk Podlaski)
1946-1949, manuscript, typescript, a photo/photos, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Organization files.
Protocol/minutes, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocol/minutes (Boguszów), report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocol/minutes, report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence.
   Organization files.
   Protocols/minutes, outgoing and incoming correspondence. The list of the Board members.

   Organization files.
   Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

   Organization files.
   Correspondence of the Committee, correspondence of the counsel, Ignacy Sznal. Protocol/minutes, report, correspondence, name list of the membership fee payers (Częstochowa).

   Protocol/minutes (Dzierżoniów), reports (Dąbrowa Gór., Duszniki Zdrój), outgoing and incoming correspondence. Name list of donors. (Dębica).

   Organization files.
   Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

   Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence. Name list of the membership fee payers for KKL (Gorlice).

   Organization files.
   Report, Outgoing and incoming correspondence. Name lists of donors.

   Organization files.
   Protocols/minutes, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence.
   1946-1949, manuscript, typescript, a photo/photos, Hebrew Yiddish, Polish, l.,
Organization files.
Circular letters, protocols/minutes, reports, cash reports, name lists of payers.

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocols/minutes, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocols/minutes, Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Reports, name lists of the members, declarations of the membership fee payers.

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence. Name list activists of the Fund in Klodzko.

Organization files.
Report, Outgoing and incoming correspondence.
Keren Kajemet. Krakow. 
Circular letters, protocol/minutes. 

503. Organization files. 
Keren Kajemet. Krakow. 
Outgoing and incoming correspondence. 

504. Organization files. 
Keren Kajemet. Krakow. 
Outgoing and incoming correspondence. 
1948, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

505. Organization files. 
Keren Kajemet. Krakow. 
Outgoing and incoming correspondence. 
1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

506. Organization files. 
Keren Kajemet. Kraśnik, Kudowa Zdrój 
Protocols/minutes, reports, correspondence. 

507. Organization files. 
Keren Kajemet. Legnica. 
Circular letter, protocol/minutes, reports. 

508. Organization files. 
Keren Kajemet. Legnica. 
Outgoing and incoming correspondence. 
1946-1949, manuscript, typescript, a photo/photos, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

509. Organization files. 
Keren Kajemet. Lubawa, Lubawka, Ludwikowice, Łask. 
Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence. 

510. Organization files. 
Keren Kajemet. Lublin. 
Protocols/minutes, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence. 

511. Organization files. 
Keren Kajemet. Mieroszów, Międzyrzec Podlaski, Mysłowice. 
http://collections.ushmm.org
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Organization files.
Protocol/minutes, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocols/minutes, report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocols/minutes, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence. Name list of payers.

Organization files.
Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocols/minutes, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.

http://collections.ushmm.org
Report, Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name list of payers (Piotrków).

Organization files.
Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of donors.

Organization files.
Protocol/minutes, Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.
1946-1949, manuscript, typescript, a photo/photos, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp.

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of donors.

Organization files.
Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence, name lists of donors.

Organization files.
Protocols/minutes, report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocols/minutes, reports.

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.
529. Keren Kajemet. Świdnica.
Organization files.
Protocol/minutes, report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

530. Keren Kajemet. Świebodzice.
Organization files.
Protocol/minutes, report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocols/minutes, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocols/minutes. Name lists of payers.

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocols/minutes and reports.

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

537. Keren Kajemet. Włocławek.
Organization files.
Protocol/minutes, report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocols/minutes, reports.

539. Keren Kajemet. Wroclaw.
Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Protocol/minutes, reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Reports, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Organization files.
Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

544. Keren Kajemet. Żary.
Organization files.
Report, outgoing and incoming correspondence.

Financial reports, receipts, fragmentary materials.
missing date, typescript copied, Hebrew, l., p/pp.
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Makabi Jewish Sports Club.

546. Makabi. Łódź.
Organization files.
Statute of the Makabi Sports Federation.
1946, manuscript, Polish, l., p/pp..

547. Makabi. Łódź.
Organization files.
Reports.
missing date, 1946, typescript, Polish, l., p/pp.

548. Makabi. Łódź.
Organization files.
Statute of the Polish Federation of Table Tennis, correspondence, umpair reguation conc. the table tennis, inventories, preliminary budgets, blank membership cards and forms.
1946-1948, manuscript, typescript, typescript copied, print, Polish, l., p/pp.

549. Makabi. Łódź.
Personal files.
Membership declarations of Makabi Jewish Sports Club

Index of persons:
1946, manuscript, typescript copied, Polish, l., p/pp.

Attachments.

World Zionist Organization (1926-1927)

550. World Zionist Organization.
Reports and resolutions of Zionist Organizations.
1927, typescript copied, Hebrew, German, l., p/pp.

551. World Zionist Organization.
Memoranda and accounts.
1927, typescript copied, German, l., p/pp.

552. World Zionist Organization.
Incoming correspondence to Dr. I. Rabin, Wroclaw.
1927, typescript, typescript copied, German, l., p/pp.

553. World Zionist Organization


Hebrew Schooling.


Reports, forms i questionnaires filled by teachers. Outgoing and incoming correspondence. 1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, l., p/pp.


Reports, forms i questionnaires filled be teachers, outgoing and incoming correspondence. 1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, l., p/pp.


Reports, forms i questionnaires filled by teachers. Outgoing and incoming correspondence. 1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, l., p/pp.


Reports, forms and questionnaires filled by teachers. Outgoing and incoming correspondence. 1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, l., p/pp.


Reports, forms i questionnaires filled by teachers. Outgoing and incoming correspondence. 1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Polish, l., p/pp.
Reports, forms i questionnaires filled by teachers. Outgoing and incoming correspondence.
1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Polish, l., p/pp

Reports, forms and questionnaires filled by teachers. Outgoing and incoming correspondence.
1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, l., p/pp

Reports, forms i questionnaires filled by teachers. Outgoing and incoming correspondence.
1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, Polish, l., p/pp

Reports from the activity, forms and questionnaires filled by teachers. Outgoing and incoming correspondence, payrolls.
1949, manuscript, typescript copied, Hebrew, Polish, l., p/pp

Reports, forms and questionnaires filled by teachers. Outgoing and incoming correspondence.
1947, 1949, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, l., p/pp

**Bulletins, Materials for publication and propaganda.**

1946-1047, typescript copied, English, l., p/pp

Bulletin (January – February).
1947, typescript copied, Yiddish, l., p/pp
   Bulletin (March – April).
   1947, typescript copied, Yiddish, l., p/pp

   1947, typescript copied, j. franc, l., p/pp

   1949, typescript copied, English, l., p/pp

569. Bulletins. 
   1948, typescript copied, English, l., p/pp

570. Bulletins. Kongres Jewish in Bais and in Stockholm 
   1946, typescript copied, Hebrew, Yiddish, l., p/pp

   Palcor Bulletin (November – December).
   1946, typescript copied, Yiddish, l., p/pp

   Palcor Bulletin (January – February).
   1947, typescript copied, Yiddish, l., p/pp

   1947, typescript copied, Yiddish, l., p/pp

   Palcor Bulletin (July, September – December).
   1947, typescript copied, Yiddish, l., p/pp
1947, typescript copied, English, l., p/pp

_Palcor Bulletin_ (January – March).  

1948, typescript copied, English, l., p/pp

1948, typescript copied, Yiddish, l., p/pp

_Information de L’Agence Telegraphique Palcor_ (Paris, January – March).  
1949, typescript copied, French, l., p/pp

580. Bulletins.  
_Biuletin Poalej Emunej Istroel Be-polin_ (Łódź, Nos. 23/1946, 27, 28/1947)  
1946-1947, typescript copied, Yiddish, l., p/pp

_Informational bulletin Postelstwa Izraela_ (Warsaw No 4/1948, Nos. 3-6, 8-9, 212-17, 19-22/1949)  
1948-1949, typescript copied, Polish, l., p/pp

582. Bulletins. Legation of Israel.  
_Informational bulletin Poselsta Izraela_ (Warsaw, Nos. 24-29, 32-37, 39, 40, 42/1949)  
1949, typescript copied, Polish, l., p/pp

583. Bulletins.  
1949, typescript copied, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp

584. Bulletins.  
Bulletin of the United Nations Department of Public Information.  
1949, typescript copied, English, l., p/pp

Biuletin Mizrachi – Tora We-awoda (Łódź).
1947, typescript copied, Hebrew, Yiddish, l., p/pp

586. Hagana.
1948, typescript copied, Polish, l., p/pp

587. Materials for publication.
1946-1949, print, Yiddish, l., p/pp

588. Materials for publication.
Foreign publication: „Dos Jidisze Folk” (NYC, No 9/1947, Nos. 3-6, 9, 10/1948).
1947-1948, print, Yiddish, l., p/pp

589. Materials for publication.
1945-1951, missing date, print, English, French, Hebrew, Polish, Romanian, l., p/pp

590. Materials for publication.
Foreign publications: Jidischer Weltkonferenz Bericht fun Relief un Rehabilitace Departament (NY, 1946), Ejn jidisz folk – an address of Meira Hartmana on the Zionist congress in Pittsburgh (1948), American Jewish Conference – Bulletin (NY, No 111/1947) Ha-lochem – a paper of Ha-Noar Ha-Borochowi (Milan, No 8/1947), Hungarian Jewry Before and After the Persecution. Excerpt from the Publications of the Statistical Department of the World Jewish Congress, Hungarian Section (missing date, Budapest), A wendung ci der britischer Lebhor Partaj fun der jidischer arbeterschaft in Erec Isroel, „Berg Scopus” (Bonn, No 1/1948), „Ha-archijon ha-cijoni ha-merkazi” (a fragment), Be-jemey miwchan (missing date, No 5, 7, 11), Belke Wind – works, „Be-histadrut”, Miszmar Ha-Negew – of the publishing house of Histadrut Ha-klaalim szel Ha-owdim Ha-iwrim Ba-erec Izrael (Tel Aviv, 1947), Dapim le-madrich be-gole (Tel Aviv, 1948), „Mifal” (missing date).
1946-1949, missing date, print, typescript copied, English, Hebrew,
Yiddish, German, l., p/pp

591. Materials for publication.
Publications for children: *Bambi* (Tel Aviv), „Miszmar le-jeladim” (Tel Aviv, 1946-1947), „Lomir Kinder Lernen” a supplement to „Dos Naje Lebn” (Lódź, 1947), „Dapim le-jeled” (Paris, 1948), *Dapim le-talmid* (Jerusalem, 1947).
1946-1947, print, Hebrew, bound copy, l., p/pp

592. Materials for publication.
Michał Glazer *Projekt finansowania żydowskiej emigracji z Polski*, a memorial and introductory letter of the author to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
missing date, typescript, typescript copied, Polish, bound copy, l., p/pp

593. Materials for publication.
Josef Krasinski *Jediat ha-tewa*.
missing date, typescript copied, Hebrew, l., p/pp

594. Propaganda materials.
Film scripts: „Izrael w boju” (Israel in Action), „The House in the Desert”, „Look Homeward Wanderers”, “Land of Promise”, “Assignement: Tel Aviv”.
1947, typescript, English, Polish, l., p/pp

595. Propaganda materials.
Sztlim – a leaflet of an unidentified youth organization.
missing date, manuscript, Polish, l., p1

596. Miscellaneous.

597. Various publications.
missing date, typescript copied, Hebrew, l., p/pp

598. Miscellaneous.
Materials for publication ?
missing date, typescript., typescript copied, Hebrew, Yiddish, l., p/pp

Miscellaneous

599. Miscellaneous.
Minutes of sessions of various organizations.
1948, manuscript, typescript, Hebrew, l., p/pp

600. Miscellaneous.
Circular letters of various kind, among others to Ha-Szomer Ha-dati, Tora we-awoda and others.
601. Miscellaneous.
Unidentified and fragmentary materials, among others: name lists, correspondence, report from the mourning meeting after the death of Lejb Jafo, name lists of the staff of the Station of productivity of Poalej Emunej and Mizrachi-Walbrzych, missing date, manuscript, typescript, typescript copied, Hebrew, Yiddish, Polish, l., p/pp

602. Miscellaneous.
Two pre-war election flyers of Cair Cijon and Chalucej Cijon, a brochure *Kinder far kinder* (1927).
1927, missing date, print, Yiddish, l., p/pp

Annex

a. u. 20
Ajzenberg Mordka- 20
Ajzenberg Ruchla- 20
Ajzenberg Szmul Gerszon- 20
Ajzenberg Estera- 20
Asz Józef- 20
Asz Alicja- 20
Altstock Fania- 20
Auerbach Julia- 20
Ausibel Izak- 20
Baldinger Michal- 20
Ballenzweig Ozjasz- 20
Bank Chaim- 20
Bank Lea- 20
Bank Rózia- 20
Becher Wolf- 20
Berler Dawid- 20
Berler Bronia- 20
Berler Henryk - 20
Besser Julian - 20
Besser Hera - 20
Besser Szymon - 20
Biener Helena - 20
Biener Henryk - 20
Biener Ludmiła - 20
Birencwajg Symcha Lejb - 20
Bortensztejn Mojżesz - 20
Bortensztejn Estera - 20
Broder Kalman - 20
Broder Felicja - 20
Broder Janina - 20
Broder Marcin Henryk - 20
Bryks Symcha - 20
Bryks Rachela - 20
Bryks Fela - 20
Centner Fała - 20
Centner Róża - 20
Chomeles Berta - 20
Chomeles Fela - 20
Cukier Chaim - 20
Cukierman Rafał - 20
Cukierman Tamara - 20
Cukierman Mieczysław - 20
Cymerbaum Szama - 20
Cymerbaum Dora - 20
Dobrowolski Bolesław - 20
Dobrowolska Irena - 20
Dobrowolski Julian- 20
Dobrowolska Danuta Anna- 20
Doliński Dawid- 20
Dolińska Lea- 20
Duksztulski Benjamin- 20
Duksztulska Chaja- 20
Dymant Łaja- 20
Dyman Chawa- 20
Englard Gitla- 20
Estlein Abraham- 20
Estlein Antonina- 20
Estlein Marek- 20
Feder Anna- 20
Feiler Sala- 20
Feferman Dawid- 20
Frydman Cudyk- 20
Fersztman Bejla- 20
Fersztman Józef- 20
Finkielsteyn Zofia- 20
Fiszman Moszek J.- 20
Friedman Dawid- 20
Friedman Sara- 20
Friedman Rachela- 20
Friedman Zygmunt- 20
Fryde Nuchem- 20
Frydman Szolem- 20
Frydman Miriam- 20
Frydman Abram- 20
Frydman Gienia- 20
Frydman Norbert- 20
Frydman Adam- 20
Furer Samuel- 20
Futerman Nauma- 20
Futerman Sura Estera- 20
Gampel Mieczysław- 20
Giwercman Gerszon- 20
Giwercman Berek- 20
Gwelbe Pola- 20
Gonczarski Boruch- 20
Grauman Perla- 20
Grinstein Salomon- 20
Grodzieński Chaim- 20
Grodzieńska Maria- 20
Grün Abraham- 20
Grün Jena- 20
Grynsztajn Fiszel- 20
Grynsztajn Ryfka- 20
Gurwicz Doba- 20
Gurwicz Abram- 20
Hass Samuel- 20
Hendeles Rachmil- 20
Hendeles Bronisława- 20
Hendeles Zofia Helena- 20
Hecht Mojżesz- 20
Holand Ajzyk- 20
Holand Beniek- 20
Honig Mojżesz- 20
Hopenhajm Edward- 20
Hopenhajm Irena- 20
Hopenhajm Wolf- 20
Horniker Józef- 20
Horniker Tusia- 20
Imber Izak- 20
Imber Sara- 20
Imber Róža- 20
Imber Klara- 20
Ingbir Awigdor- 20
Ingbir Zysa Chana- 20
Minc Rywka- 20
Jakubowicz Eliasz- 20
Jakubowicz Henryk- 20
Jakubowicz Dora- 20
Jakubowicz Izaak- 20
Jakubowicz Regina- 20
Gewenter Abram- 20
Gewenter Maria- 20
Jakubowicz Ichok- 20
Jakubowicz Tauba- 20
Jakubowicz Zofia- 20
Jarmulkowski Adam- 20
Berman Doba- 20
Joffe Józef- 20
Judelewicz Jakub- 20
Kacenelson Róža- 20
Kajt Aron- 20
Kajtel Herman- 20
Kamiński Mieczysław- 20
Kanin Jan- 20
Kessel Elza- 20
Kessel Anna- 20
Kessel Irena- 20
Kilbert Symcha- 20
Kilbert Sara Bela- 20
Kilbert Róża- 20
Karpen Adam- 20
Kolf Henryk- 20
Koński Dawid- 20
Koński Sala- 20
Kopelewicz Elżbieta- 20
Kopelewicz Szewel- 20
Kopelowicz Benjamin- 20
Koper Izrael- 20
Korb Salomea- 20
Krymołowski Icchak- 20
Krymołowska Jadwiga- 20
Krzętowski Wolf Moszek- 20
Krzętowska Rywa- 20
Krzętowska Apolonia- 20
Kunica Tatjana- 20
Goldsztajn Fajwel- 20
Kuperszmidt Szloma- 20
Sperber Sabina- 20
Laista Jakub- 20
Landau Rywka- 20
Landau Rosa- 20
Landau Szmul- 20
Gottlieb Matys- 20
Landowski Szaja- 20
Laurentowska Gitla Eugenia- 20
Lenkawicki Froim- 20
Lerner Ari- 20
Liberman Jakub- 20
Liberman Lida- 20
Liberman Zinaida- 20
Lichtenfeld Szmul- 20
Lichtenfeld Ida- 20
Lilienthal Julian- 20
Lilienthal Bronisława- 20
Lipowicz Abraham (Adam)- 20
Lipowicz Anastazja- 20
Lipowicz Teresa- 20
Lipowicz Izydor- 20
Lipowiecki Leon- 20
Lipszyc Józef- 20
Litrowski Mojżesz- 20
Litrowska Pola- 20
Litrowska Jenta- 20
Łabędzki (Kon) Mieczysław - 20

a. u. 21
Małowańczyk Grzegorz- 21
Mielenik Adam- 21
Mieszelewicz Izak- 21
Mieszelewicz Maria- 21
Mitelman Alter Mordka- 21
Mitelman Adela- 21
Miletman Heryk- 21
Mitelman Maria- 21
Morgensztern Natan- 21
Morgensztern Anna- 21
Mosberg Maria- 21
Nadler Simon- 21
Nadler Lora- 21
Nadler Henryk- 21
Nass Emanuel- 21
Nass Maria- 21
Nass Eleonora- 21
Nass Jerzy- 21
Niskier Mordka Mayer- 21
Niskier Łaja- 21
Nowenszttern Jankiel- 21
Nowenszttern Pola- 21
Nudelman Jakub- 21
Nudelman Gessa- 21
Ofman Abram- 21
Grauman Perla- 21
Ostrowicz Seweryn- 21
Ostrowicz Saba- 21
Ostrowicz Ida- 21
Panusz Jakub- 21
Parasol Franciszek- 21
Parasol Felicja- 21
Parasol Renata Hana- 21
Pasler Abraham- 21
Pinus Izaak- 21
Pinus Zofia- 21
Pinus Mieczysław- 21
Płotnik Sula- 21
Potaszer Sunia- 21
Puczan Michał- 21
Puczan Nadzieja- 21
Rabinowicz Fryda- 21
Rabinowicz Fiszel- 21
Rabinowicz Helena- 21
Radzymiński Marian- 21
Rajwiczer Jochweta- 21
Raszbaum Jerzy- 21
Raszbaum Fania- 21
Raszbaum Natalia- 21
Ratny Aron- 21
Ratny Freida- 21
Poloński Szymon- 21
Reich Józef- 21
Reich Mariem- 21
Rosenbaum Izaak- 21
Rosenbaum Dora- 21
Rosenbaum Helena- 21
Rosenbaum Sulamit- 21
Rosner Jakub- 21
Rosner Antonina- 21
Rosner Felicja- 21
Staszower Ewa- 21
Roth Józef- 21
Rotter Ludwika- 21
Rottenstein Aron- 21
Rotszyld Mosze- 21
Rozen Abe- 21
Rozen Ruchla- 21
Rozen Eliaasz- 21
Rozen Rachela- 21
Rozenblum Szymon- 21
Rozental Fajwel- 21
Rozental Fajga- 21
Rubanowicz Fima- 21
Rubanowicz Symcha- 21
Rubanowicz Piotr- 21
Rubinsztejn Abram- 21
Rzepa Abram- 21
Rzepa Łaja- 21
Rzezińska Sara- 21
Sass Karol- 21
Sawicz Zygmunt- 21
Sawicz Rozalia- 21
Sawicz Barbara Anna- 21
Schlagier Bernard- 21
Schlagier Walentyna- 21
Schlechter Henryk- 21
Schlechter Fryderyka- 21
Schlechter Marian- 21
Schelchter Juliusz- 21
Schlechter Edmund- 21
Schubert Michał- 21
Sendowska Ella- 21
Sendowski Mieczysław- 21
Siemiatycka Maria- 21
Silberstein Henryk- 21
Solarz Rubin- 21
Solarz Ida- 21
Solarz Chaja- 21
Sołowiejczyk Wolf- 21
Sołowiejczyk Roza- 21
Sośniak Chil- 21
Sośniak Rajzła Łaja- 21
Sośniak Jankiel- 21
Soński Rywa- 21
Stekel Emil- 21
Stekel Anda- 21
Statter Bernard- 21
Stemer Maks- 21
Stemer Maria- 21
Stern Natan- 21
Stern Regina- 21
Goldsztajn Abram- 21
Sternberg Leon- 21
Stöcker- 21
Sukno Abraham- 21
Sukno Bronisława- 21
Sukno Helena- 21
Szapiro Moszko- 21
Szapiro Ita- 21
Szapiro Małka- 21
Szapiro Chaim- 21
Szczypior Mieczysław- 21
Szczypior Jadwiga- 21
Szejnberg Chaim- 21
Szejnberg Bella- 21
Kohn Szyja- 21
Kohn Justyna- 21
Szejnberg Lazar- 21
Sztajn Izaak- 21
Sztajn Hela- 21
Sztajn Dawid- 21
Sztajn Josef- 21
Sztejnman Izrael- 21
Sztern Abram- 21
Sztyleman Dawid- 21
Sztyleman Chini- 21
Sztyleman Mosze Szmul- 21
Sztyncajgier Srul- 21
Sztyncajgier Ajdla- 21
Sztyncajgier Jenta- 21
Szwwymer Dawid- 21
Szwwymer Ida- 21
Szyfman Mayer- 21
Szyfman Renia- 21
Sztolc Aleksander- 21
Sztolc Balka- 21
Sztolc Heda- 21
Śmigielski Roman- 21
Śmigielska Irena- 21
Śmigielski Józef- 21
Śmigielska Joanna- 21
Śpiewak Anna- 21
Świerczuk Józef- 21
Świerczuk Antonina- 21
Świerczuk Ninel- 21
Świerczuk Julian- 21
Unger Icek- 21
Unger Cypa- 21
Unger Malka- 21
Wajntraub Jakub- 21
Wajntraub Ida- 21
Wajntraub Marian- 21
Szenfeld Rachela- 21
Wajs Maksymilian- 21
Wajsbrot Luba Szewa- 21
Wajsbrot Jakub Hersz- 21
Wajsbrot Bajla- 21
Wajsbrot Pola- 21
Waller Stanisław- 21
Waller Bolesława- 21
Waller Aleksander- 21
Warszawer Srul- 21
Weiskopf Moszek- 21
Ferster Zosia- 21
Welker Bronia- 21
Gross Halina- 21
Wertheim Mieczysław- 21
Wilczyński Hejnoch- 21
Wilczyńska Rywa Nycha- 21
Wilczyńska Liliana- 21
Wilf Dawid- 21
Winkelhaken Felicja- 21
Wizenblut Herman- 21
Włodawska Maria- 21
Włodawski Julian- 21
Wolfinger Henryk- 21
Wolfinger Klaudyna- 21
Wolfinger Józef- 21
Wolfinger Jula- 21
Wołowczyk Szlama- 21
Wołowczyk Samuel- 21
Wolicki Zygmunt- 21
Zucker Zofia- 21
Zylberberg Fajwel- 21
Zylberberg Sura Rywka- 21
Zylbernik Jakub- 21
Zylbernik Amalia- 21
Zylbernik Henryk- 21
Zyserman Szulim Moszek- 21
Zyserman Toba- 21

j. 31
Ader Lula- 31
Brachfeld Zygmunt- 31
Epsztejn Simon- 31
Feldman Pola- 31
Feldman Szulamis- 31
Goldberg Aron- 31
Goldberg Dziunia- 31
Goldberg Sara- 31
Goldin Dawid- 31
Godlstein Józef- 31
Gutgold Sara- 31
Kagan – Weksler Renia- 31
Kewes Salomon Karol- 31
Kreindler Leonia- 31
Kreindler Stefania- 31
Micenmacher Bejnysz- 31
Najberg Marian- 31
Piekielny Sergiusz- 31
Pokrzywa Henryk- 31
Pinchasik Maurycy- 31
Rudlewska Halina- 31
Serwetnik Jerzy- 31
Serwetnik Lidia- 31
Szwarc Fela- 31
Szwarc Józek- 31
Wajselfisz Irena- 31

a. u. 294

Ajnes Perl- 294
Apelfeld Jehoszua- 294
Beznos Hersz (Herman)- 294
Dajczer Lieza?- 294
Frajtag Mojsze- 294
Frydman Rachmil Roman- 294
Fuks Abraham- 294
Fuks Dwojra- 294
Goldberg Chaskel Henryk- 294
Gurman Icchak- 294
Hajt Eleonora- 294
Kac Żenia- 294
Kant Norbert- 294
Kessel Marek- 294
Lajb Henoch- 294
Laufer Kalman- 294
Lipszyc Leon- 294
Margulies Jakow- 294
Milch Pinchas- 294
Pastik Szymon- 294
Rajgrodzki Szmul Jerzy- 294
Rauff Zygmunt- 294
Rotnicki Włodzimierz- 294
Solnik Rywen- 294
Szttern Abram- 294
Wajner Boruch- 294
Wildikan Ita- 294
Wildikan Natan- 294
Wilin Chaim- 294

a. u. 300

Abramowicz Fajwel- 300
Abramowicz Sara- 300
Ajbuszyc Maylech- 300
Ajbuszyc Sara- 300
Arfa Jakow- 300
Arfa Ester- 300
Bajtner Rywka- 300
Bajtner Lewek- 300
Barg Sara- 300
Binsztok Aszer- 300
Bitter Ester- 300
Bitter Fajwel- 300
Blumenfeld Chaim Szloma- 300
Bendelman Gitl- 300
Bendelman Jechiel- 300
Brener Ajzyk- 300
Brener Cyla- 300
Bums Natan- 300
Fiszer Chil- 300
Feder Frymeta- 300
Feldman Marek- 300
Feldman Miriam- 300
Furman Zajdl- 300
Gelbard Rachel- 300
Glecer Chaim- 300
Glecer Zisi- 300
Glewicka Sara- 300
Goldfinger Aron- 300
Goldfinger Rachel- 300
Granatowy Natan- 300
Granatowy Fajga- 300
Granatowy Frejda- 300
Granatowy Hersz- 300
Hauzer Nina- 300
Herszkowicz Marian- 300
Herszlikowicz Aron- 300
Herszlikowicz Brejndl- 300
Jakubowicz Walli?- 300
Jakubowicz Mosze- 300
Jeleń Icehak- 300
Jeleń Rachel- 300
Kierkowski Miriam- 300
Kierkowski Szloma- 300
Kilim Ester- 300
Kilim Zisiek- 300
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